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Responding to the Dialogue:

Critical Digital Pedagogy of Elementary Teachers

Dr. Aaron R. Gierhart
Columbus State University

Research Problem
●

Research Problem
○ Gaps of technology access and participation for students, including elementary
-age
learners (Li et al., 2015; O’Hara, 2011)
○ Means-end views of digital technologies for teaching and learning (Chandler, 2012;
Cristia et al., 2017)
○ Focus must shift from technology to critical pedagogy to inform effective and
transformative teaching practices (Tabb, 2008) for elementary students
■ Can promote learning and equity (Eng, 2016)
■ Essential for student participation in the “new economy” (Kalantzis, 2003, p.
16) driven by knowledge and symbols

Purpose of the Study
●
●
●

●

Pedagogy is never fully mastered, but continually developed through self
-driven learning
and reflection (Schein, 1972)
In order to better understand the development of pedagogical design with digital
technologies by elementary teachers, I sought to tell their stories
The purpose of this study was to describe the experiences and life stories of two
elementary teachers who utilized critical digital approaches in their instruction.
○ Part of a larger narrative inquiry
Research Question: How do elementary teachers who integrate critical digital approaches in

their instruction develop their pedagogical design across their careers and lives?

Theoretical Framework: Multiliteracies
●

●

●

NLG’s pedagogy of multiliteracies framework (Cazden et al., 1996)
○ The what of pedagogy; served as a nomenclature for depicting teaching approaches with
digital technologies
Theoretical Framework: B ritzman’s (2003) dialogic theory of teaching practice
○ The how of pedagogy; served as a frame for depicting the development and evolution of
pedagogy
See handout linked at https://tinyurl.com/GER Aterms for more information on dialogic teaching
principles, NLG’s pedagogical components, and how other key terms were operationalized

Methodology: Narrative Methods
●
●

Tentatively interpret stories while allowing readers to do the same (Kim, 2008; Lemley &
Mitchell, 2012)
Pedagogy continues to evolve throughout one’s career (Schein, 1972) and best conveyed
narratively (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) along the trajectory it was perceived and
experienced

Methodology: Participants & Context
●
●

Context: Northwestern and Central Illinois
Purposively selected two participants who integrated technology on a consistent basis and
used critical approaches (Creswell, 2008; Tonbulo
ğlu & K iyici, 2018; Tracy, 2013)

Name

Age

Race

Grade Level

Experience (Yrs)

Felicity

49

White

1

20

Nora

24

White

3

3

Methodology: Data Collection
●

Collected multiple forms of data to more completely support the temporal, contextual, and
social dimensions of narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000) within my discussion of
enacted digital pedagogical design (Kim & Macintyre Latta, 2010; Schön, 1983; Wertz et al.,
2011).
○ Methods
■ Initial Life Story Interviews
■ Artifacts and Focus Group
■ Observations
■ Follow-Up Interviews

Methodology: Constructing the Narratives
●
●

●

Deductively coded pedagogical components (i.e., situated practice, overt instruction,
critical framing, transformed practice) in the participants’ narratives of teaching
Inductively coded across participants’entire biographies about factors with which they
were in dialogue since pedagogy was conceptualized dialogically with consideration given
to biography
○ Looked for critical events (W ebster & M ertova, 2007) and “turning points” (M ishler,
1999, p. 60) in their narratives
Involved several thorough readings of the field texts and transcripts

Methodology: Constructing the Narratives
●

Construction of the Narratives
○ Created several versions of tentative research texts, or “interim texts” (Clandinin &
Connelly, 2000, p. 133), in which I constructed increased meaning and understanding
○ Shared the interim texts with the participants after I had composed initial drafts of
the narratives to confirm and/or reform my analyses
○ In the final research text, I organized each narrative in three parts:
● Narration of the classroom observation
● Life story overview
● Depiction of the participant’s pedagogical design with digital
technologies

Overview of Findings & Analyses
●

Research Question: How do elementary teachers who integrate critical digital approaches in

their instruction develop their pedagogical design across their careers and lives?
○

○

○

Elementary teachers not only develop their pedagogical design with digital
technologies across their careers, but more specifically, throughout theirbiography
of experiences.
These experiences are laden withpersonal and professional dialoguethat elementary
teachers must negotiate and make ongoing meaning of as they continue to develop
and enact their digital pedagogical design.
Teachers mustactively respond to this pedagogical dialogue in ways that facilitate
their design of transformative learning experiences for students.

Conclusions
●
●

Developing and maintaining critical pedagogical design is watermarked by how the teacher
responds to past and current dialogue in this “process of becoming” (Dall’Alba, 2009, p. 41)
\
In spite of the pressures and weight of authoritative discourses (Britzman, 2003) with
which teachers are confronted,critical approaches with digital technologies are
paramount to supporting students in Designing “social futures” (NLG, 1996, p. 60)

Conclusions
●
●

Defeatist outlooks will only serve to reinforce mainstream social hegemony and
deterministic, means-end approaches with digital technologies
On paper, factors such as mandated curricula, institutional forces, and access to technology
may be more readily influenced by stakeholders with greater influence than classroom
teachers (e.g., administrators, policymakers, etc.)
○ However, the stories shared by the participants in this study exemplify the
importance of teacher response in the ongoing dialogue of teaching with
technologies
■ Felicity: Integrated personal iPads; advocated for new one-to-one tech
■ Nora: Leveraged technologies to meet students needs rather than viewing
them as insurmountable

Implications
●

Elementary Teachers:
○ Engage in consistent self-reflection and mindfulness routines or rituals to better
negotiate dialogic challenges (Britzman, 2003) and make optimal daily teaching
decisions (Birchinall, Spendlove, & Buck, 2019; Jennings & Greenberg, 2009)
○ As educators, we can accept our current narratives and succumb to the dialogue of
historically -fueled power structures; or, we can change the narrative and make our
internally persuasive discourse (Britzman, 2003) more explicitly and actively external

Implications
●

●

Policymakers :
○ Pass legislation that increases technology access
and supports teachers’ freedom to
enact critical, student-centered pedagogical approaches
Teacher Education & Professional Development:
○ Foster candidates’ and teachers’ critical digital pedagogy rather than focusing on
knowledge-based activities

Recommendations for Future Research
●

●
●

What dialogic factors do elementary teachers perceive as impactful on their transformative
pedagogical design with digital technologies?
○ “Tipping points” (Novoa, 2018, p. 146)
How do the transformative digital pedagogical design choices of elementary teachers
affect their students’ classroom learning experiences?
How do the transformative digital pedagogical design choices of elementary teachers
affect their students’ digital literacy practices outside of the formal school context?

Resources
●
●
●
●

Copy of this presentation
Open source download of dissertation study
Dr. Gierhart’s website
Social Media

Narrative Excerpts (linked in the preceding
slides as evidence from narratives)

Felicity
I got to mess around on...the typewriter before a lot of my friends had one, because my mom
actually taught keyboarding. So like, I knew keyboarding...before a lot of my other...classmates did,
because my mom, that was what she did...And, you know, this goes way back. I mean, you had to
put the paper in. You had to crank the machine. B ut, I remember the keys, like, stroke up to the
paper. That’s how old this one was...So we fiddled a lot. M y sister and I were only 11 months apart.
So, we just, like, played school, you know...and typed words and numbers. And then, [my mother]
even brought home an adding machine with adding machine tape. So we just did a lot of...playing, if
you will. (personal communication, February 14, 2019)
Since childhood, Felicity used technologies fairly consistently and developed skills and comfort
with them. As she moved forward from college into her professional teaching career, technological and
digital approaches were approaches she could draw upon in her instruction. H er past was in dialogue
with her developing pedagogy. “I feel like I was always one of the first...like, when teachers are still using...
V H S tapes,” she remarked, “I wasn’t afraid to use YouTube videos to show kids things...I was always
willing to dabble in it a little bit” (personal communication, February 14, 2019).

Felicity
About two years ago, Felicity felt compelled to request additional mobile devices for her students
to use. Up to that point, she had only been provided with a few stationary desktop computers and four
iPads for her classroom (in addition to two iPads she had brought from home):
Felicity : I went to our technology person. I said, “You know, I think we’re doing this backwards.” I
said, “M y kids sit down and they want to reach out and touch the screen, and they’re still having to
use a mouse.” You know, the little kids, we always get all the old stuff. And I said, “They come -”
Your daughter is two.
Aaron : M m-hmm.
Felicity : She already knows how to touch the screen.
Aaron : She knows how to swipe through pictures on my iPhone, yeah.

Felicity
Felicity : Exactly! So that’s what I’m getting. So I went and argued a little bit that...I feel like first
graders...need more up-to-date stuff. All the high school had ChromeBook. All the junior high has
ChromeBook. And yet, I’m sitting down here with six iPads, two from my house. And I didn’t have
any more stand-alones. They had all died. All the dinosaurs died. So I said, “You know, what can we
do?” And this grant came about, and so...our technology person has three daughters himself, and he
said, “Yeah...you’re right. It’s, you know, we need a little more.” So they’re actually, the iPads, are
supposed to be shared with kindergarten-first grade. And, um, kindergarten said, “I have 12. I don’t
want to go one-to-one yet.” I said, “Oh! Okay! I’ll take 16.”
Aaron : Mm-hmm.
Felicity : So I took what I needed. (personal communication, February 14, 2019)

Nora
In a few of our conversations, Nora remarked that technology helps her meet the needs of all of
her students. This tenet of N ora’s teaching philosophy was evident during my observation in her
classroom, as she interacted one-on-one with students as often as possible and utilized a variety of
digital technologies (e.g., SM AR T B oard, Q uizizz, M oodle, Lexia, etc.) to differentiate their learning
efforts. I later asked her to share an example of how she leverages digital technologies to design
individual learning opportunities for students, and a student who struggled to stay in her classroom came
to mind immediately:
O ne of my students is a runner. H e’s always been a runner since he was at my school. And he no
longer runs anymore! So, that’s like my biggest thing. I actually teach before school tutoring at my
school, and he, he walks to school every morning to make it to before-school tutoring with me on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. N ot every morning. And, he does not need tutoring. H e loves being in my
classroom...Like, he’s developed that love of learning, which I love. I’ve seen that kind of develop in
all of my students, is they wanna’ do math and they wanna’ do all of those things. So that kind of
shift...I also have that IEP cluster, the B B , and the ED, and the ID, and the ELL cluster.

Nora
So I have all, I take all the clusters. So I have a lot of behavior needs with that, but I also get a lot of
support with that. So I have a lot of adults in and out of my room and me and my LB S1 work really
well together. And her para and I work really well. She has, her students are the ones who are
particularly challenging. B ut, with the technology, it really helps to be able to differentiate things
to their needs. So we use C oW riter to help publish their writing. W e use Lexia to help them with
their reading. Like, R eadW orks Digital, I can put them on a much easier level or have it to text-tospeech without other kids knowing. So I think once they realize that they can be successful and
they...can learn in my classroom, they...feel different. I think that’s the biggest difference. And
knowing those [digital] tools that can [facilitate] that. (personal communication, February 18,
2019)
N ora’s mindset that all students can and should experience success in her classroom was a
driving impetus of the success of her struggling learners. She leverages Available Designs with digital
technologies to R edesign her students’ future learning experiences and mindsets toward what is possible
to achieve academically.

